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ABSTRACT 
The spectral theory for circulants over R or Q: is discussed, followed by a 
discussion of inversion of circulants. The algebraic theory of one-generator matrix 
algebras and applications to circulants and some related algebras are presented. The 
theory of symmetric functions plays an important role. Thus the latter methods apply 
over arbitrary commutative rings. 
I. CIRCULANTS: SPECTRAL THEORY 
Let U be the n x n cyclic shift matrix, qj= 1 for j-i= 1 mod n, 0 
otherwise. A circulant matrix with entries in a ring R is any element in the 
algebra generated by U over R. A convenient notation is to represent 
C;:tajUjbycirc(a,,a, ,..., a,_l), e.g., U=circ(O,l,O ,..., 0). 
In this paper we will consider first circulants over C and Iw (Sections I and 
II). Later, methods applicable for R any commutative ring with identity, in 
particular Z, will be discussed. These methods, utilizing the theory of 
symmetric functions, will be applied as well to some matrix algebras related to 
the circulants (Sections III and IV). 
Note that the n X n circulants form the group ring Re, for the cyclic 
group of order n. Thus this is a study in the representation theory of the 
simplest classes of groups. 
It is easy to check that, over C, the eigenvectors of U are ek = 
(I, Sk, lZk , . . . , SC”- l)k)t, t denoting transpose, with { = exp(2ni/n). For 0 < k 
< n, the ek satisfy uek = lkek and completely reduce U. The fundamental 
idempotents for the algebra of circukmts are thus E, = (l/n)e&, * denoting 
conjugate transpose. In fact, we see that E, = (l/n)Cy:aiFjUj (f= l-l). 
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PROPOSITION 1. For any complex fin&ion f, defined at Sk, 0 Q k < n, 
n-l 
f(u)= c f(lk)E,. 
k=O 
The explicit representation of f(U) in terms of U is computed via the 
finite Fourier tramfm [12]: 
k=O n kc0 j=,-J j=O 
with 
Observe that f(U) is a unit if and only if f(lk)* 0, 0 < k -C n. Of course, 
f(U) is a unit if and only if det f(U) * 0 as well. For polynomials, we could 
also describe the units by the condition that f(x) and X” - 1 are relatively 
prime. 
The convolution relation E(j) = C f( j- k)& k) follows by multiplying out 
f(U) times g(U). The inversion formula f(lk) = Ef'(j)Skj is readily checked. 
In summary, the circulants are a matrix representation of the correspon- 
dence between functions on the n points 1, S, 12,. . . ,S”-’ and C” itself. The 
correspondence is given by the finite Fourier transform. The Gelfand trans- 
form of general harmonic analysis is the inverse transform given above: 
namely, circ(a,, a, ,..., an_ 1) corresponds to the function on the spectrum 
defined by f(Sk) = IaJk! 
Over W, U is reduced by subspaces spanned by ek and e,,_k, 0 d k d n/2. 
These are two-dimensional except for k = 0 and, for even n, k = n/2. The 
relation f(U) = C fi j)Uj shows that f^ is real for real f, or directly, 
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Finally we remark that for any analytic function f, f(U) reduces to a 
polynomial in U via fi 
II. INVERTING OVER Iw OR C 
Consider the circulant f(U) = C a jUj over C. Since U is a unit, I.- ’ = 
Un-l, we can assume a, = 1. If we factor f(U)=lJ,(Z - XjU), hj the 
reciprocal roots of the polynomial f(z), then 
f(u)-‘=fl(z-xju)-’ 
j 
can be computed as the product of matrices of the form (I - X,U)-‘. 
The relation (I - XU)C:$ A’U’ = I - X’U” = (1 - P)Z yields 
n-1 
(I-AU)_‘=(1-A”)-’ c X’U’. 
r=O 
If f has real coefficients, one naturally would desire the inverse to be 
calculated over R. In [9] Searle suggests factoring f over Iw, namely into 
quadratic as well as linear factors in case fhas complex roots. A real quadratic 
factor arises from complex conjugate roots A = re”, x = re-“. We thus have 
The factor ]I- AnIP = (1 - 2r”cos no + r2n)-1 is the inverse determinant. 
Inthedoublesum,termswithr+s=m<nandtermswithr+s=m+n 
arise. The result is 
n-l 
(1- 2r”cosn9 + r2n)-1 C [sinM@+r”sin(n-M)8]rmcsct3Um, 
m=O 
withM=m+l. 
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One can compute functions of U via generating functions as well (see [4]). 
For example, the expansion 
(1-2qr+rs)-1’2=~P,(q)r” 
0 
in Legendre polynomials yields 
which involves an infinite sum of P,,,‘s. The finite Fourier transform is 
generally more advantageous. 
In the general theory of operators one often uses a contour integral of the 
resolvent to form functions of an operator: 
surrounding 
IL= 1 
Using the formula derived above, (z - U))’ = (z” - l)-‘C:z,’ z~-~-~U’; 
and applying the residue theorem again yields f(U) = C f( j)U! 
III. ONE-GENERATOR MATRIX ALGEBRAS 
The methods above involve either calculations with complex numbers or 
the factorizing of arbitrary polynomials. In this section we discuss methods 
that involve only the ring of coefficients R, i.e., they apply over any 
commutative ring, in particular, over Z. We are also interested in some 
formulas expressing elements of the matrix algebra in terms of its generator A. 
Consider the ring R [ A] where A satisfies the polynomial identity A” = 
C~=~la,_jAl: Clearly R[A] = R[x]/(p(x)) with p(r)= d” - C;;-la,_jxj. 
First we derive our basic identity. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let p(x) = x”’ - CT-’ 
C7-i ajxj> p,.(x) = Xk - c;-,l (Yk_ jxj, 
o,_kjxi Define T(X) = 1 - 
Tkk(x)=i-cj_l~jxj, Ogk~m. Then 
in Nx, ~l/(P(XN, 
(1) n(X>=(l-AX)Co~j<,Aj~~-,-~X)xl 
t2) ~(h)=(h-x)CO~j<,~,(h)x"-'-' 
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Proof. For (l), 
m-1 m-l 
c Ah*_l_jxj- c Aj+17rm_l_jxj+l 
0 0 
m-l m-1 
= C x~j(~~_l_j-~*_j)+a(h)-Am C a,_j~j 
0 0 
=?r(h). 
(2) follows similarly. 
Thus, 
PROPOSITION 1 - XA is a unit in R[A] if and only if r(X) is a unit in 
R, and then (1 - AA)-’ = +(X)X,, jCm Xj7T,_i-&X)A< where $(A)= 
r(A)-1. 
Using Proposition 3, we can explicitly calculate A”, n > m, in terms of Aj, 
0 < j < m. (1 - h A)- ’ is the formal generating function Xr X”A”, which is 
convergent for R = C and 1 > ]h]max ,,,_IIA~I. Expand #(h)= Cg hkhk as a 
formal power series in A. Then, using the definition of ?r,@ 
cAnA” = ( xhkhk)( &i$,_l_j(h)Aj) 
m-j-2 
h,-j- C h~_~+l+~~~-j-l-k 
k=O 
And 
I* 
PROPOSITION 4. An=~~=~l[n-m+l,lm-j-l]Aj, where [n, 1’1 = 
h n+r - %‘o hn+kar-k* 
REMAXS. These calculations can be understood in terms of the theory of 
symmetric functions [W-18]. If R is an algebraicahy closed field, we write 
n(x)=n;1(1- hjx) and q, =l, oj=( -l)j+‘uj, where ujis the jth elemen- 
tary symmetric function in h i,...,h,.Then+(x)=l-‘I;“(l-h.x)-’=Cxkh,, 
where hk are the homogeneous symmetric functions of the i’s. The h, are 
directly expressible in terms of the u’s: hk = det(ur_i+j)iai,j4k. They can 
also be efficiently computed recursively via Ch,_,( - l)kak = 8,,,, i.e., h,, = 
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Cy=i h,_ jaj with ho = 1. This is just an alternative statement of the relation 
n(x)+(x) = 1. 
The notation [ ] in Proposition 4 corresponds to the notation ( } for Schur 
or Sfunctions. For a finite nonincreasing sequence of positive integers u = 
e,,o,,... define {a} = det( hoi_i+ j). One can easily check that (n, 1’) = 
(n,l,..., l} = EZr,+,( - l)ku,_k and thus [n, 1’1 = ( - l)‘{n, l’}. 
Now let f(A) = 1 - Ci_i/3jAj, 1 < m. In the following discussion, we will 
take p(x) to be the characteristic polynomial of A. Thus, a(x) = det(Z - ~4). 
Then, if we could factor f(A) as f(A) = I-I: (1 - X jA), we would have 
det f(A) = Hin(A j) = Res(r, f), the resultant of f and ?T (see [13]). Of 
course, the resultant may be calculated without factoring J One method, for 
our later use, will be presented here. Let T be the companion matrix for f(x) 
chosen so that f(r) = det(Z - XT). That is, 
T = 
Then using the tensor (Kronecker) product, we have f(A) = det,( I@ Z - 
AaT), the subscript denoting the “determinant with respect to T,” i.e., 
thinking of A@ T as a matrix with coefficients in R [ A]. Using Proposition 2, 
we can write 
a(Z@T)= (ZsZ - AaT)~(ZeT)‘q,_,_j(Z@T)(A@Z)‘. 
i 
Since r(Z@T)= det,(Z@Z - A@T), we have 
detra(Z@T) = det,det,(Z@Z - A8T) 
=detf(A) 
THEOREM 1. Z,etf(A)=l-C~,,~jA~beaneZemntofRIA]. Then 
(1) det f(A) = det,a(Z@T), 
(2) ‘adjf(A)= det,C~_~‘(ZeT)~~_l_I(Z~T)(AOZ)j 
(where adj ahwtes the adjugate). 
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REMARKS. The usefulness of the above results is that for sufficiently 
simple p(x) and any f as above, det f(A) and adj f( A) may be computed. 
The relatively uncomplicated structure of T for any f makes the transfer over 
to T advantageous. 
IV. CIRCULANTS AND RELATED ALGEBRAS 
The simplest algebra from our point of view is the nilpotent algebra. Here 
p(x) = x”. Let Z denote the n X n nilpotent matrix 
i 
0100*~~0 
0010*~~0 o.. b.. .*. . :. . :. . : . .d. .i . 
00.---00 
The nilpotent algebra is thus R[ Z]. For f(Z) = 1 - $,,pjZj, we have 
f(Z)-’ = CT hk( f )Zk = ICE-l hk( f )Zk, where hk( f) are the ‘ homogeneous 
symmetric functions” determined by pi = ( - l)j+‘bj, bj playing the role of 
elementary symmetric functions (see Remark following Proposition 4 in 
Section III). Calculating powers of Z, one sees 
PROPOSITION 5. 
(1) R [ Z] mwi.sts of upper-triungulur Toeplitz matrices. 
(2) An element of R[Z], f(Z) = Eb/ljZj, with & a unit is itself a unit. 
REMAFUL detCbjZj= fit. 
Next we have the circulants, with p(r) = x” - 1, n(x) = 1 - x”. Notice 
that Q(X) = 1, k < n. For a circulant of the form f(U) = 1 - E:/3jUjTheorem 
1 yields: 
(1) det f(U)= detr[Z@Z - (Z@T)“] = det(Z - T”). 
(2) adj f(U)= det,C;:-,‘(Z@T)yUeZ)j= det,C&,i(U@T)I 
Now we can use Proposition 4 to compute T”. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let T be the compunion matrix of f(x) = 1 - c;,lj3jd, 
sutisj$ing f(x) = det(Z - XT). Then, for k 2 I, 
(Tk)ij= [k-Z+i,l’-‘1 
where [ ] denote the Sfinctions dewmid by 81,. . . ,L$. 
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Proof. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem implies T’ = X:$/3_ jT< Consider 
the action of T as a matrix on the column vector r = (I, T, . . . , T’-l)? 
Tr = (T, T2,. . . , Tr)‘. Iterating, Tk7 = (Tk, Tk+‘, . . . , Tk+l-l)t. From Proposi- 
tion4,T’=C~I~[r-Z+1,l’-~-‘]Tfr~Z.Substitutinginto(Tk,...,Tk+’-1)t 
for k < r < k + 1 and matching with the action on r shows that Tk has the 
required form. R 
Further Remds on S-Functions 
We will discuss various ways of expressing S-functions. First, recall the 
Ferrers or Young diagrams associated with partitions u = ui > a2 > . . . . For 
example, the graph of 54211 is 
x x x x x 
x x x x 
x x (uj X’sinthejthrow). 
X 
X 
For a given partition u of N = ui + us + . * * the S-function {a} may be 
calculated directly as a symmetric function of variables A,, . . . , A, as follows: 
(1) Replace each X by a box 0. 
(2) Fill in the boxes with j’s such that the subscripts are nondecreasing 
along each row and are strictly increasing down each column. Form the 
product of the A’s having the subscripts thus filled in. 
(3) Form all admissible products, and sum. 
EXAMPLE 1. {3} = h3. Since you can form Xjhjhk for any i < j< k; the 
boxes are 
EXAMPLE 2. (13} = (11 l} = u3. Since you can form iiixjiik for i < j< k; 
the boxes are 
lil 
El 
El 
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Another expression for {u} is determined by the conjugate partition {a’), 
which is the partition with Ferrers graph equal to the transpose of that of u. 
For example, for CT = 54211, CT’ = 53221. Then {a) = det(h,,_,+$ = 
det(a,;_,+j). A special case is the relation h, = det(ar_i+j)= {k}= {(lk)‘). 
Thus in Propositions 4 and 6 the Sfunctions {nlr} may be directly 
computed from the coefficients of the given polynomial: {nl’} = {(n + 
1, Y-l)‘). For example, 
a3 a4 
(31) = {(211)‘} = “1” a, a2 
0 1 a1 
Finally we present a result of Foulkes [14]-the RDF-reduced de 
terminantaJ form-that shows one to express any Sfrmction in terms of the 
hook functions (so called because their Ferrers graphs consist each of a single 
“hook”), (nP}. G iven (I, write its Ferrers graph. Let nj = number of X’S to 
the right of and including the main diagonal in the $h row, d j = number of 
X’s below (excluding) the main diagonal in the $h column. Denote the 
Sfunction corresponding to the given u by 
Foulkes’s result is 
FlxAMPLE 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
(a} = det{n,l”i>. 
Now we can proceed to calculate det f( U) and adj f(U). 
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PROPOSITION 7. Let T be the companion matrix corresponding to f(x) = 1 
-X:/3$= det(Z - XT). Then 
f[“](x)=det(Z-XT”) 
= kio( - $rk( -l)(i) 
X c i 
n-il,n-i,,...,n-i, 
i 
( - l)‘! 
CJ<i,<... <it<1 i,,i,_,,...,i, 
REMARKS. lil=i,+ ** - + i,. ( ) is the RDF form for the S-functions 
corresponding to the elementary symmetric functions a j = ( - i)j+lflj 
Proof. Expand det(Z - XT”) using the standard formula 
det(Z - xR) = c( - l)k~kR(k), 
where R(k) denotes the sum of all k X k principal minors. T” is given 
explicitly in terms of hook functions by Proposition 6. The minors needed are 
of RDF type except that the rows and signs have to be adjusted-thus the 
minus-sign adjustments. W 
COROLLARY 7.1. det f(U) = f [“l(l). 
REMARKS. The above proposition resolves the following question: Given 
a polynomial with roots A r, . . . , A,, can you calculate the polynomial with roots 
A;,..., Al explicitly in terms of the coefficients of the original polynomial? (See 
PI> LW 
EJCAMPLE 1. f(x)=l-fix: T=(P), det(Z-fiU)=l-fin. 
EXAMPLE 2. f(x) = 1 - ax - px2: 
T=(; ;), T”= ([;;,:;‘I ‘;,‘I). 
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Recall that [ nlr] = ( - l)*{ nl”}. Thus, 
detf(U)=det(Z-T”)= l+@-:,l’ -‘n-1’ 
1-W 
=l-{n}+{n-l,l}-{n}{n-l,l}+(n,l}{n-1) (directly) 
= 1- {n}+{n - l,l}+{nn} (by Proposition 7). 
One can check that this agrees with the result of Section II: 1 - 2r”cos n0 + 
r2n for roots re ie, re-‘B using the relation h, = (hy+l - A\+i)/(hr - A,)= 
[r”sin(n + l)B]/sin8. 
EXAMPLE 3. f(x) = 1 - (YX - px2 - yx3: Proposition 7 yields 
detf(U)=l-(t)+(v)--(F)+(F) 
=l- {n}+{n-l,l}- {n-2,l,l}+{nn} 
+{n-l,n-1,2}-(n,n-l,l}+{nnn}. 
These can also be calculated using the corresponding conjugate partitions. 
Next, consider 
n-1 1 n-l 
adjf(U) =detr c (U@T)j= n c Ai,Uj 
j=O k=l j=O 
for the case f(x)= IIi,,(l- x,x)+ If the product for adjf(U) is multiplied 
out, the coefficient of U’ is the homogeneous polynomial of degree r in 
h r, . . . , hl with the condition that no hk occurs with an exponent greater than 
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n - 1. We write hi for the truncated h,. That is, 
n-1 
adjf(U) = c c h;Uj. 
j=O ksj 
mcdn 
REMARK. For 1 = 2 (i.e., hi are truncated homogeneous polynomials in 
A,, A,), the Young diagrams show that hi,,, = {n - 1, k + l}, 0 6 k < n - 1. 
For example, if n = 6, k = 2, then h; = (53) as we have 
where the X’s can be 11, 12, or 22. 
In general these can be computed directly in terms of symmetric func- 
tions. 
PROPOSITION 8. For 0 < k < 12, f[“l(x) = 1 - c;p,I”lrj, 
h;+m = hk+rn - i +%+(r-,~n. 
j=l 
Proof. 
detnilxjTj= det[(l- x”T”)(I - XT)-‘] 
j=O 
=f[‘+“) c xSh,. 
S>O 
On the other hand, detZ:-’ xjTj= C x’h;, as noted above. Equating coeffi- 
cients of x k+m yields the desired relation. n 
PROPOSITION 9. 
n-l 1-l 
adjf( U) = .-E c h;+,,Uj. 
j=O r=O 
Proof. The only step remaining is to check the limits of summation for r. 
By definition, hf = 0 for s > (n - 1)Z. This gives the condition j + r n Q nl - 1, 
oir<Z-(I+ jjn-‘-cZ. n 
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The importance of the above results is that they hold in any commutative 
ring (with 1) without requiring factoring or calculations in extension fields. 
REMARK. The paper by Egervary [21] discusses block matrices with 
commuting entries, i.e., one could take R itself to be a commutative ring of 
matrices. 
Our concluding example is a generalization of the circulant algebra-the 
quadraticcirculant algebra. Take p(x) = x2” - 29x” - E, T(X) = 1 - 29~” - 
&x2”. Then 
O<k<n, 
9 n<k<2n. 
Theorem 1 yields, for f(x) = 1 - C: p,xf 
det f(A) = det( Z - 2qTn - eT2”), 
n-l 2n-1 
[Z@Z-2q(Z@T)“] c (A@T)j+ c 
j=O j=n 
PROPOSITION 10. 
Proof. For f(x) = l&(1 - A,x), det f(A) = lI,(l - 2& - &XT). NOW 
'use the identity (1 - X”A”)[l - A”(29 - A”)] = 1 - 29Xn - .d2”. n 
PROPOSITION 11. adj f( A) = (C:‘-;; 1)zh!Aj)f[“](2q - A”), where hi are 
the truncated homogeneom polynomials wzt *h exponents no greater than n - 1. 
Proof. For f(x) = lI(l - X,x), 
adj f(A) = n (1- 29X”,) c Xi,Aj+ X”,A” c 
k 1 
n-l n-l 
XjkAj 
0 0 1 
=~[[1-(2q-A”)~;]“&A’] 
0 
= f[“](2q - A”).ch;.Aj. 
i 
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